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According to the free radical theory of  aging, 
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prominent cause of  aging and degenerative diseases 
(DD) is continuously chemical reaction in cells and 
tissues. In this context aging and or DD is manifested as 
chemical composition, whilst aging process is reflected 
In the human body, various systems are capable of  
generating free radical ROS and RNS from numerous 
by chemical reaction affected by environment (Harman, 
1981). Thus, both aging and DD have similar process, 
predisposed with oxidative stress and characterized 
by the progressive cellular alteration accumulation in 
causes. Consequently, both ROS and RNS free radical 
induce DNA fragmentation and cell death (Syslová et 
al., 2014; Widayati and Nasihun, 2018). For this reason 
line with time and account for increase in susceptibility 
to diseases and death. The most prevalent chemical 
reaction is between free radical reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) with cellular 
antioxidant consumption is recommended particularly 
to people in whom free radical daily exposure can’t 
be evaded. 
Nowadays, many people have used LMWA as 
biomolecules such as lipids, protein, carbohydrate, and 
DNA (Lamichhane et al., 2013). In order to prevent 
human’s body provides an antioxidant defense system 
antioxidant to prevent oxidative stress and damaging 
cell, despite the result remain unclear. Some studies 
However, owing to inappropriate life style, eating style, 
physical activity, and poor environment, production of  
successful effect can be achieved (Etminan et al., 2005; 
randomized control trial was reported by Etminan M, 
ROS and RNS may be increased and induce cellular 
oxidative stress and cellular damages can be reduced 
even prevented by exogenous antioxidant, thus intake 
et al. displayed that treatment with various LWMA 
on cardiovascular disease and degenerative diseases 
showed no beneficial effect (Etminan et al., 2005). One 
antioxidant from external sources is necessary. There 
molecular weight antioxidant (LMWA) and flavonoids. 
Unfortunately, the effect of  LMWA on delaying aging 
are short-lived molecule that able to react really fast 
with biological target to be found in its surroundings. 
Accordingly, to scavenge free radical molecule LMWA 
must be in uninterrupted high concentration at free 
and ameliorating DD remain inconsistent. On the other 
antioxidant was capable of  improving oxidative stress 
and emerging as an alternative promising antioxidant 
radical production site, by which fight with free radical 
will be occur and biological target can be protected. 
Unfortunately, administration of  high dose LMWA 
is not possible, considering overloading LMWA will 
LMWA and flavonoids in combating oxidative stress 
remain unknown which one is better.
Oxidative stress is the imbalance between free 
eventually cellular damages. It was supported by the 
study from Podmore ID, et al. demonstrated that high 
dose intake (500 mg/day) of  ascorbic acid in healthy 
radical and antioxidants status in cellular systems, by 
which the alteration and damaging cells are occur. Free 
radical is defined as any molecular species that contain 
an unpaired electron in atomic orbital result in unstable 
cells marked by increasing in 8-oxoadenin (Podmore 
ID et al., 1998). Moreover, considering intracellular 
molecule and therefore react easily to other molecule 
(Lobo et al., 2010). The reaction between free radical 
total antioxidant capacity is tightly regulated, hence 
of  increasing TAC in plasma, nevertheless unable to 
alter TAC within cell (Berry and Kohen, 1999). As 
and other molecule is called oxidation. Free radicals in 
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low concentration have beneficial effect on cell to cell 
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have been proven by in vitro study was reported by 
on cell culture of  HaCaT, Caco-2, PC3 and Hep3B 
unable to increase TAC (Koren et al., 2008). Another 
evidence also pointed out that treatment with LMWA 
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